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Fun when Fishing
Pilot Season
Episode 8
A Day with Uncle FunBuck
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We are going to open the show with this scene. You are going to see a mail man walking down
Ivanhoe Court and turn up the sidewalk to Eddie’s house. While the mail man is walking up the
sidewalk, Eddie is going to be on the front porch waiting for the mail man to come. Eddie will
see him, stand up and ask the mail man “do you have it today “?

Show Opening

And the mail man looks up, see’s Eddie on the front porch and stops, then he looks down into
his pouch, shuffles through his mail, and he will find a letter with a picture of Uncle FunBuck on
it. The mail man will pull the letter out, hold the letter up, and asks “is this what you are
looking for?” Eddie will say “It’s here! It came! My show is here! My show is here!” The mail
man will give the letter (with a DVD in it) and Eddie says thanks and then turns and runs into the
house.
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When she gets into the house, she starts to yell to his Mom “Mom!!! Mom!!! It’s here!! My
show came today!!” You will see Eddie run through the house and we will film him coming into
the kitchen and finding her Mom, yelling “It’s here! It’s here! My show came in the mail
today!” Then Mom will say “That’s great Eddie! Go get your Dad and lets watch it”. Eddie runs
through the house yelling for her Dad “my show came Dad! Come watch it with us”.
Go get your
Dad and let’s
watch it

We will film the whole family getting together on the couch in the living room. Then Eddie puts
the DVD in the player and hits start. Then the camera will zoom into the TV and then my theme
song and show opening will occur.

This is how the show will open.
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Meet and Greet
We will have Eddie and Troy come over to Buck’s house, and what we are going to film is Buck
on the front porch sitting on a rocking chair. Buck will be reading a book about Fishing on the
front porch when when Eddie and Troy walk up the steps. Buck puts down the book, says hi to
Eddie and Troy, and Buck asks Eddie if he likes fishing. Eddie says “yes” and Buck says,” well
Eddie, I have quite the surprise lined up for you today. We are going to go on an outing to a
place where I’ve never been before and I reeeaaaalllllyyyyyy think you are really going to like
it”. Buck then turns to Troy, “OK Dad, What are you doing today? Would you like to come and
learn about Fishing with us? We are going to be on a boat and it would be a lot safer with you
around.” Troy says “sure. That sounds like fun!” All right, lets go get Tank. And Buck, Eddie
and Troy walk down the steps and across the yard, where they wait to meet Tank.

When Buck, Eddie and Troy reach the side yard, they will stop, Buck will look down at Eddie and
ask “are you ready to meet Tank” and Eddie will shake his head “yes”. Buck will say “OK. I’ll call
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him” and Buck turns his head toward the garage, puts his fingers up to his mouth and makes
two quick whistles. Then Buck turns his head back down to Eddie and says “here he comes!”.

Then we see Tank pull out of the garage, driving on his own, turning up the driveway and pulling
up to Buck, Eddie and Troy. Eddie will be filmed with a jaw dropping expression after seeing a
real VW bus drive all by himself! Tank pulls up to Buck and Eddie and parks. Buck introduces
Eddie and Troy to Tank “Eddie, Troy….. this is Tank” and Eddie will say “hi Tank”. And Buck will
say “Tank, this is Eddie and Troy” and Tank will ring his bell 2 times.

Then Buck says “it’s time to get Grump” and Buck walks to the front of Tank and yells
“GGGRRRRRRUUUUMMMMPPPPPP”. Then we see Grumps feet wiggle. Then I turn to Eddie
and say “I don’t think Grump heard me. Eddie, Troy, will you help me yell for Grump”. He says
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“sure” and we all holler for Grump “GGGGRRRRRUUUUUMMMPPPPP” then we use the footage
we already have of Grump getting up, going to the door, coming out of the door and walking
over to Buck, Eddie and Troy.

Buck says hi to Grump and introduces him to Eddie and Troy, and Buck asks “will you drive us
on our outing?” And Grump says “yes”. Grump goes around to the drivers side of Tank and gets
in while Buck, Eddie and Troy walk around to the sliding door. Buck says “Tank, can you open
your door for the Gentlemen?” and Tank opens the front door. Buck says “not that door Tank”
and closes it, and says “the side door Tank” and then the side door opens. Buck says “Thank
you Tank”. Then Buck turns to Eddie and says “lets see how you measure up. Stand up here
Eddie” and Eddie backs up to the door jamb. She measures up. If Eddie is below 40 inches, I will
ask Tank for a booster seat. If she is taller, we will just buckel her in, close the door, and once
Buck is in and strapped in, Buck will say “lets roll”. Then the quad copter will take off and show
us driving down Lowell Avenue on our way to the Lake to meet Fisherman Fred.

Off on an Outing
The next scenes are of Tank driving through Kentucky and arriving at Green River Lake. As we
pull up Fisherman Fred will be there waiting for us. We all get out of Tank, and Buck introduces
Eddie and Troy to Fisherman Fred, and then Fisherman Fred says to the Eddie and Troy “Are you
ready to learn about Fishing?” and the child says “yes” and Lt. Mike says “lets start over at the
boat and we can get things ready to go fishing. We walk over to the boat and Fisherman Fred
says “before we can head out on the lake, Eddie, all children 14 and younger must always wear
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a life preserver. It will keep your head above water and keep you afloat should any emergency
happen. So here you go”. And Eddie puts on the life preserver. Then Fisherman Fred says “I’ve
got everything else ready to go. Let’s put the boat in the water and we can head out and do
some fishing!”

Fisherman Fred backs the boat in the water and drives the boat over to dock and says “All
aboard!” and you see Buck, Troy and Eddie get into the boat, cast off and head out to the lake
to start fishing.”
All of as sudden Tank starts beeping his horn! Buck, Eddie, Troy and Fisherman Fred all look
over their shoulders and see Tank has driven down to the bottom of the boat ramp.

Fisherman Fred turns the boat back around and Buck says “give me a few minutes Guys. I have
to see whats wrong with Tank”. And Buck gets off the boat and runs over to Tank on the boat
ramp. “What’s the matter buddy?” and Tank rings his bell a bunch of times.
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Buck says “yyyooooouuuuu want to go out in the lake with us. Yyyooouuuu want to go
swimming?!!” Buck scratches his head, looks down, thinks to himself, looks out at the lake,
shakes his head just a little bit, then looks at Tank and says “OK. Now, what you’ve got to do is,
is, is….do you see that RV over there? Go over there and pull behind the RV, take off all your
clothes, I mean ALL of your clothes, put on your board shorts and come back over here and I’ll
teach you how to swim.” So we see Tank back up real fast, turn and drive over and pull behind
the RV.

After about 1 minute, we see Tank pull out from behind the RV with all of his clothes off, his
board and shorts on ready to go swimming.
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Tank pulls up to Buck on the boat ramp and Buck starts to explain to Tank, “now when you get
in the water to go swimming there are two ways you can do it. The first way is to go down to
the water, roll your tire in about an inch at a time, and you get into the water very slowly, kind
of easing your way in and letting your body adjust to the water. That way is a good way, but it
takes FOREVER and with the boat ramp all mossy, you can slip and slide real easy. The second
way is the way I do it. You back up a bit, and then you get a running start and then you jump
right in. You just get it over with. So which way do you want to do it?” And we see and hear
Tank start his motor, back up a bit, and then he puts it in gear and gets a running start and
heads down the boat ramp full speed and sssssspppppplllllllllaaaaaaaassssssssshhhhhhhhh!
Tank goes into the water!
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Tank does it! He goes right into the water! Buck says “OH my gosh!” And then Buck starts to
yell “Way to go Tank. You did great! Turn your wheels to steer.!” And Tank starts to swim out
into the lake!

Buck runs back over to the dock and he gets in the boat and they begin to head out into the
lake. Once we get out to the fishing spot we shut down the motor and Fisherman Fred starts to
set out the stuff to teach us about fishing.

Fisherman Fred starts off by showing us the three main things a fisherman needs, a place to fish,
like a river, pond, lake or ocean, some type of fishing pole, live bait or lures. He starts off with
the different types of fishing poles. The first one is a bamboo pole that is just very simple to
use. Any pole will do, or you can even use a long stick or branch, and you just tie your line on
the end and you are good to go. The second type of fishing pole is commonly called a rod and
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reel. This type of pole has a reel on it that keeps a whole bunch of fishing line, and the reel
allows you to cast or throw your lure or bait further out into the water. Most fishing is done
with a rod and reels. Today, we are going to use both.
The 3rd thing you need is live bait and a hook or fishing lures. Today we are going to use both.
Fisherman Fred reaches down and he lifts up a cup of worms, a box of crickets and then a tackle
box full of fishing lures. He starts with the lures. “A fishing lure is something that has been
made by man to resemble something a fish would want to eat. It is made to LURE the fish into
eating it. All fishing lures have hooks” and he shows us a bunch of different lures that have
hooks in them. “Fisherman use different types of lures for different types of fish. Sometimes
your fishing for trout, so you want a lure that looks like a fly. Sometimes you are fishing for
pike, and you want a lure that looks like a shiny minnow” and he holds up a shiny minnow lure
with a hook in it, and sometimes fisherman just use a hook and a bobber” and he shows the
hook and the bobber and he says “this is what we are going to use for today. We are going to
fish this lake for Bass and Bluegill fish, and the best way is with a hook and bobber”. He
continues “when you use a fishing hook, a fish won’t just come up and bite the hook, you need
to put some bait on the hook, and that is where the worms and crickets come in”. He reaches
over, opens the can of worms and says “inside here we have a bunch of earthworms or night
crawlers. Fish just Looooooooovvvvveeeee these”. And he lifts up the can towards Buck and
says “Buck. Reach in there and grab me a big one” so you can put it on the hook” and Buck
squirms a little and turns to Eddie and says “Eddie, this is your show, don’t you want to do it?”
And Eddie squirms as well.

Then Fisherman Fred says “C’mon Buck. I need to make a fisherman out of you”. So Buck,
reluctantly and ever so slowly, Buck inches his hand toward the worms and he goes in and gets
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one. He pulls out a huge earthworm and it begins to wiggle. Buck holds it up to show Eddie the
worm, then Buck lifts up the worm, tilts his head back and lowers the worm down like he is
going to swallow it to try and fake Eddie out, but Buck pulls it back just in time!
Then Fisherman Fred lifts the hook and gives it to Buck and says “put that worm on that hook
real good like” and Buck takes the earthworm, careful not to hook himself, and puts the worm
on.

Buck holds up the hook with the worm and Fisherman Fred says “great. Ok now its time for the
bobber. Fisherman Fred picks up the bobber out of the tackle box and clips it on the line and
says “Lets go fishing” so we get Eddie over to the edge of the boat and Fisherman Fred tells
Eddie “OK Eddie, lower the hook into the water and once it goes down, keep an eye on the
bobber! If you see the bobber move just a little, pull it up to try and hook the fish”. We see
Eddie lower the pole in the water and Buck gets a worm ready for Troy and his poles.
Then everyone is fishing. And Fishing. And Fishing. Boy, I hope the fish bite!
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Then, the camera will hopefully see a bobber begin to go up and down. Whomever’s line it is,
we will hand it to Eddie to allow him to pull up the line and catch a fish. We may have to use
movie magic for this. When he pulls up the fish it will be all smiles!
We will see Fisherman Fred take the fish off the hook, hold it up for the camera to see and we
will see Fred toss it back. Then we will bait the hook again and fish some more and hopefully
have a few more fish bite.

Near the end of the show, when it is near the time to sign off, I will thank Fisherman Fred for
showing us and teaching us about how to fish, and then I will turn to Eddie and Troy and say,
before I sign off the show, would you two like to swim over to Tank and jump off his diving
board with me? “ Buck will say “you’re invited too Fred!” and then next thing you know Buck
whistles twice and Tank starts to motor over to the fishing boat, and just then you see all 4 of us
jump off the fishing boat at the same time and start swimming over to Tank.
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When Tank arrives, we see Troy and Eddie climb up, go up the spiral staircase and jump off the
diving board, then we see Fred go up and take a big jump, then we see Buck go up, and while he
is on the diving board (we will have a camera man on the diving board shooting this) Buck will
sign off the show and then jump off and do a cannonball! Hopefully that will get smiles!

The end.

